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About This Game

Resurgence is a Action RPG set in Earth's future, following an alien invasion that almost left mankind extinct. Pilot a R.A.V
MK II, Earth's most advanced fighting system ever created, a remote robotic extension of a human’s mind. As a new member of

Earth United’s elite fighting force, you now have access to the arena, where you are to mesh with your R.A.V and train to
defend humanity from an unyielding threat from the stars. Danger is at the edges of our Solar System.

Arena Mode: Fight in Squads of up to 4 against endless waves of enemies honing your skills

Orion Class: A Ranged model of Robotic Assault Class (First Class Available in Resurgence)

Loot System a way to gain Item Levels increasing the stats of your gear ENDLESSLY!

Every 10th wave contains a final test, an elite unit meant to test you and your team’s skill

2 unique Enemy Types (Rusher and Ranged) 

2 Elite Versions of above Enemy Types

Easy to Join Multiplayer games
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Invite your friends to play with you through Steam, your adventure awaits......

Future installments that will take you and your team into the vast void seeking honor through victory.
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Title: Resurgence: Earth United
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Pixel by Pixel Studios Inc.
Publisher:
Pixel by Pixel Studios Inc.
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017
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resurgence earth united. resurgence earth united on steam

Poor platforming, poor conveyance and arbitrary kill mechanics make STANDBY a game you should leave on standby.. yeah its
pretty cool.. Let's go ahead and address the fact that this really isn't Junk Jack (JJ), it's actually Junk Jack X (JJX) with some of
JJ's music and textures.)

O MY GOD! I had always wanted this game to come to PC and it's finally here, and i'm happy. I had played the absolute sh*t
out of the original Junk Jack and Junk Jack X on the ipad, and always knew a PC experience would be amazing. And here we
are! Now, as happy as I may be, i'm a bit dissapointed that they took everything from JJX but not the title screen music, instead
it uses a soft beat from JJ. That's it, that's the only problem with this game, and it's more of a preference rather than a problem.

Now, this game is so much fun guys, steam may say I have'nt spent much time in this game, (which is true, for the PC at least)
but the time i spent in JJ and JJX on the ipad is uncountable! And after all those hours- no, days I spent playing the game, I still
barely scratched the surface of how much there is to explore, build, craft, and fight in this game! You may look at JJ and say
"eh, it just looks like a Terraria clone" and you may be right to a certain extent, but this game offers such a different and
amazing experience than terraria's. Give this game a shot, and you will fall in love. Maybe not as much as me, but you will enjoy
the time you spend in this game. I guarantee it.. Goofy foreign crapfest. Simple, but fun to play.. This game is loud, obnoxious,
terribly made, laggy, badly designed, and a very poor experience. Great game tons of potential download it now you will thank
me later.
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Pure garbage, remove it from Steam, please!. Very fun game. Despite some reviews saying otherwise, each puzzle can be
logically solved without guessing. Some puzzles just take a lot longer than others. Just have some patience and look through all
of the possibilities. You'll eventually get it.
Perfect 5\/7.. The hitbox's are bad, controls are bad. And some traps blend into the background.. Who knew delivering tacos
could be so much fun? 10\/10. Great game to exercise and play. This is a good game to start playing VR with because it utilizes
body motion and hand motion in extreme ways. It's also really funny to see people hit lamps and walls when they go crazy and
try to kill their oppenent.
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